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Abstract. We propose a modal query language called MDatalog. A rule of an MDatalog program is
a universally quantified modal Horn clause. This language is interpreted in fixed-domain first-order
modal logics over signatures without functions. We give algorithms to construct the least models
for MDatalog programs. We show PTIME complexity of computing queries for a given MDatalog
program in the logicsKD, T , KB, KDB, B, K5, KD5, K45, KD45, KB5, andS5, provided
that the quantifier depths of queries and the program are finitely bounded, and that the modal depth
of the program is finitely bounded in the case when the considered logic is not an extension of
K5. Some examples are given to illustrate application of the techniques to reason about belief and
knowledge.

1. Introduction

Deductive databases and logic programming are fields that have gained a great deal of attention due to
their usefulness and a wide range of applications. These fields are closely related to each other, they both
use classical logic rules to represent mutual dependencies between relations. While logic programming
is mostly used in artificial intelligence systems, deductive databases are systems in which the amount of
data is much greater than the number of rules. Primarily, logic rules in such systems are restricted to
the positive form, i.e. to universally quantified Horn clauses of the classical first-order logic. It is known
that with such a restriction, for the case when the signature does not contain function symbols, the least
Herbrand model for a program (or a database) is computable in polynomial time and its size is bounded
by a polynomial. For surveys of the fields see the works [1, 2, 8].

In the classical propositional and first-order logics we are not able, or hardly able, to reason about
necessity, belief, knowledge, etc. In order to deal with such modalities it is natural to use modal logics.
∗Address for corresponding: Institute of Informatics, University of Warsaw, ul. Banacha 2, 02-097, Warsaw, Poland
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In modal logics we have two additional unary modal connectives2 and3, which may have different
meanings in different logics, for example,2 can stand for “necessity”, and3 for “possibility”.

When trying to extend the fields of deductive databases and logic programming to deal with modal
logics, a natural attempt is to consider the modal Horn fragment. In [3] Fariñas del Cerro and Penttonen
showed that the problem of checking the satisfiability of a set of modal Horn clauses inS5 is decidable
in PTIME. In [5] Chen and Lin showed that the similar problem for a normal modal logicL which is
an extension ofK5 is also decidable in PTIME. Chen and Lin also proved that satisfiability of a set of
modal Horn clauses in the modal logicsK, KD, T, KB, KDB, B, K4, KD4, andS4 is PSPACE-complete.
The modal Horn fragment, in those works, was only studied in the context of top-down methods, which
are suitable for logic programming but not deductive databases. With bottom-up methods, we often deal
with constructing the least models for positive programs. Having the least model of a positive program,
all queries to that program can be effectively answered.

In our recent work [9], we formulated so called positive propositional modal logic programs, which
have a close relationship with the modal Horn fragment. For any setX of Horn clauses, in any propo-
sitional normal modal logicL, there exists a positive programP and a queryφ (i.e. a positive formula)
such thatX is L-satisfiable iffφ does not follow fromP in L. In the mentioned work, we gave algo-
rithms to construct the leastL-model for a given positive propositional modal logic programP , where
L can be one of the propositional modal logicsKD, T ,KDB, B,KD4, S4,KD5,KD45, andS5. If
L ∈ {KD5,KD45, S5}, orL ∈ {KD,T,KDB,B} and additionally the modal depth ofP is finitely
bounded, then the leastL-model ofP can be constructed in PTIME and coded in polynomial space.
For the modal logicsKB, K5, K45, andKB5, we showed thatP can be characterized (see Defini-
tion 2.13) in such logics by one or two models, which can be effectively constructed (in PTIME when
L ∈ {K5,K45,KB5}).

This paper is a continuation of the above mentioned work. We extend positive propositional modal
logic programs to the first-order version by allowing universally quantified program rules. Thus a modal
logic query language calledMDatalogis defined. This language is interpreted in fixed-domain first-order
modal logics over signatures without functions. An MDatalog program can be treated as the set of all
of propositional instances of its rules. This gives a straightforward method to estimate complexity of
constructing the least models for MDatalog programs. However, some other strategies discussed in this
work will result in more efficient algorithms.

Moreover, we show PTIME complexity of computing queries for a given MDatalog program in the
logicsKD, T , KB, KDB, B, K5, KD5, K45, KD45, KB5, andS5, provided that the quantifier
depths of queries and the program are finitely bounded, and that the modal depth of the program is
finitely bounded in the case when the considered logic is not an extension ofK5.

This work is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give basic definitions for propositional modal
logics, including the definition of positive propositional modal logic programs. In Section 3 we recall the
results of [9] on constructing the least models for positive propositional modal logic programs. We recall
in Section 4 the definition of fixed-domain first-order modal logics over signatures without functions. The
modal query language MDatalog is defined in Section 5. In Section 6 we define an order between first-
order Kripke models. Existence of the least models of MDatalog programs and computational complexity
for answering queries are analyzed in Section 7. In Section 8 we discuss how algorithms of constructing
the least models for MDatalog programs can be implemented, and propose a technique that optimizes
both execution time and memory. Some examples of application are given in Section 9.
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2. Definitions for Propositional Modal Logics

2.1. Syntax and Semantics

The sentences of propositional modal logics are built from primitive propositionsp1, p2, . . ., classical
connectives∧, ∨, ¬,→, nonclassical unary modal connectives2, 3, and parentheses), (.

A propositional modal formula, hereafter simply called aformula, is any finite sequence of these
symbols obtained by applying the following rules: any propositionpi is a formula, and ifφ andψ are
formulae then so are¬φ, φ ∧ ψ, φ ∨ ψ, φ→ ψ, 2φ, and3φ.

In this and the next section, the adjective “propositional” is sometimes omitted, as we are talking
only about propositional modal logics.

The symbols¬, ∧, ∨ and→, respectively, stand for logical negation, logical conjunction, logical
disjunction and logical (material) implication. The symbols2 and3 can take various meanings but
traditionally stand for “necessity” and “possibility”.

We use lettersp andq to denote primitive propositions, and Greek lettersφ, ψ, ζ to denote formulae.
We denote the set of primitive propositions byP, and the set of formulae byF .

Definition 2.1. (Kripke Frames)
A Kripke frameis a triple〈W, τ,R〉, whereW is a nonempty set of possible worlds,τ ∈W is the actual
world, andR is a binary relation onW , called theaccessibility relation. If R(w, u) holds then we say
that the worldu is accessible from the worldw, or thatu is reachable fromw.

If R is a binary relation then byR∗ we denote its transitive closure. A frame〈W, τ,R〉 is said to
beconnectedif every world fromW is directly or indirectly reachable fromτ (i.e. ∀x ∈ W x = τ ∨
R∗(τ, x)).

Definition 2.2. (Kripke Models)
A Kripke modelis a tuple〈W, τ,R, h〉, where〈W, τ,R〉 is a Kripke frame,h : W → P (P), andh(w) is
the set of primitive propositions which are “true” at the worldw.

Definition 2.3. (Model Graphs)
A model graphis a tuple〈W, τ,R,H〉, where〈W, τ,R〉 is a Kripke frame,H : W → P (F), andH(w)
is the set of formulae which are expected to be “true” at the worldw.

We sometimes treat model graphs as models withH being restricted to the set of primitive propositions.

Definition 2.4. (Satisfiability)
Given some Kripke modelM = 〈W, τ,R, h〉, some worldw ∈ W , the satisfaction relation� is defined
as follows:

M,w � p iff p ∈ h(w);
M,w � ¬φ iff M,w 2 φ;
M,w � φ ∧ ψ iff M,w � φ andM,w � ψ;
M,w � φ ∨ ψ iff M,w � φ orM,w � ψ;
M,w � φ→ ψ iff M,w 2 φ orM,w � ψ;
M,w � 2φ iff for all v ∈W such thatR(w, v),M,v � φ;
M,w � 3φ iff there exists somev ∈W such thatR(w, v) andM,v � φ.
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We say thatM satisfiesφ at w iff M,w � φ, and thatM satisfiesφ, or φ is satisfiedin M , and write
M � φ, iff M, τ � φ.

Definition 2.5. (Size of a Kripke Model)
Thesizeof a Kripke modelM = 〈W, τ,R, h〉 (resp. a model graphM = 〈W, τ,R,H〉) is the sum of the
number of its worlds, the size of its accessibility relation, and the total number of primitive propositions
(resp. formulae) from its worlds, i.e.|W |+ |R|+ Σw∈W |h(w)| (resp.|W |+ |R|+ Σw∈W |H(w)|).

Definition 2.6. (Length and Modal Depth of a Formula)
The lengthof a formulaφ is defined to be the number of connectives and primitive propositions inφ.
The modal depthof a formulaφ, denoted bymdepth(φ), is the maximal nesting depth of modalities
occurring inφ, i.e.:

mdepth(p) = 0; mdepth(¬φ) = mdepth(φ);
mdepth(φ ∧ ψ) = mdepth(φ ∨ ψ) =
mdepth(φ→ ψ) = max(mdepth(φ),mdepth(ψ));
mdepth(2φ) = mdepth(3φ) = mdepth(φ) + 1.

Lemma 2.1. Given a modelM and a formulaφ, the problem of checking whetherM � φ is solvable in
polynomial time (in the size ofM and the length ofφ).

The proof of this lemma is straightforward, and it can be found in [9].

Definition 2.7. (Depth of a World)
For a Kripke frame〈W, τ,R〉, for w ∈ W , w 6= τ , we define thedepthof w to be the smallest number
k such thatRk(τ, w). The depth ofτ is assumed to be0. The depth of a world that is not directly or
indirectly reachable fromτ is undefined. We denote the depth ofx by depth(x).

Definition 2.8. (Restricted Models)
LetM be a Kripke model. Fork ≥ 0, we defineM |k to be the model obtained fromM by restricting it
to the worlds with depth not greater thenk.

Lemma 2.2. Let M be a Kripke model. A formulaφ with modal depthm is satisfied inM iff it is
satisfied inM |m.

This lemma can be easily proved by induction on the construction ofφ.

2.2. Modal Logic Correspondences

The simplest normal modal logic (calledK) is axiomatized by the standard axioms for the classical
propositional logic, themodus ponensinference rule, theK-axiomschema2(φ→ ψ)→ (2φ→ 2ψ),
plus the additionalnecessitation rule

` φ
` 2φ

It can be shown that a modal logic formula is provable in this axiomatization iff it is satisfied in every
Kripke model (i.e. without any specialR-properties) [7]. It is known that certain axiom schemata added
to this axiomatization correspond to certain properties of the accessibility relation (see also [6, 4]).
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Axiom Schemata First-Order Formula

D 2Φ→ 3Φ ∀w ∃u R(w, u)

T 2Φ→ Φ ∀w R(w,w)

B Φ→ 23Φ ∀w, u R(w, u)→ R(u,w)

4 2Φ→ 22Φ ∀w, u, v R(w, u) ∧R(u, v)→ R(w, v)

5 3Φ→ 23Φ ∀w, u, v R(w, u) ∧R(w, v)→ R(u, v)

Table 1. Axioms and corresponding conditions onR

Many of such correspondences are definable as formulae of first-order logic where the binary predi-
cateR(x, y) represents the accessibility relation, as shown in Table 1. Different modal logics are distin-
guished by their respective additional axiom schemata. Some of the most popular modal logics together
with their axiom schemata are listed in Table 2. We refer to the properties of the accessibility relation of
a modal logicL as theL-frame axiomsor L-frame restrictions.

Definition 2.9. (L-satisfiability)
We call a modelM a L-modelif the accessibility relation ofM satisfies allL-frame restrictions. We
say thatφ is L-satisfiableif there exists anL-model ofφ, i.e. anL-model satisfyingφ. A formulaφ is a
tautologyin a logicL if φ is satisfied in everyL-model. We writeφ �L ψ to denote thatψ is satisfied in
everyL-model ofφ.

By normal modal logicswe call logics that are extensions of the logicK. Let L be one of the modal
logics listed in Table 2. For a binary relationR, we useExtL(R) to denote the least extension ofR that
satisfies allL-frame axioms, excluding the axiom D. It is clear that this operator is well defined for such
logics.

2.3. Positive Modal Logic Programs

In this section, we give the definition of positive propositional modal logic programs. There is a close
relationship between positive modal logic programs andHorn formulae(see Definition 2.11).

A formula is in thenegative normal formif it does not contain the connective→, and each of its
negations occurs immediately before a primitive proposition. Every formula can be transformed to the
equivalent negative normal form in a usual way.

Definition 2.10. (Negative and Positive Formulae)
A formula is callednegativeif in its negative normal form every primitive proposition is prefixed by
negation. A formula is calledpositiveif its negation is a negative formula.

Definition 2.11. (Modal Horn Formulae)
A formulaφ is called aHorn formulaiff one of the following conditions holds:

• φ is a primitive proposition;

• φ is a negative formula;
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Logic Axioms Frame Restriction

K K no restriction

KD KD serial

T KT reflexive

KB KB symmetric

KDB KDB serial and symmetric

B KTB reflexive and symmetric

K4 K4 transitive

KD4 KD4 serial and transitive

S4 KT4 reflexive and transitive

K5 K5 euclidean

KD5 KD5 serial and euclidean

K45 K45 transitive and euclidean

KD45 KD45 serial, transitive and euclidean

KB5 KB5 symmetric and euclidean

S5 KT5 reflexive and euclidean

Table 2. Modal logics and frame restriction

• φ = 2ψ, orφ = 3ψ, orφ = ψ ∧ ζ, whereψ andζ are Horn formulae;

• φ is a disjunction of a negative formula and a Horn formula.

Definition 2.12. (Positive Modal Logic Programs)
A positive propositional modal logic programis a finite set of rules of the following form:

2s(B1 ∧ . . . ∧Bk → A)

wheres ≥ 0, k ≥ 0, andA,B1, . . . , Bk are formulae of one of the formsp, 2p, 3p, where p is a
primitive proposition. We often write program rules in the form:

2s[A← B1, . . . , Bk].

Definition 2.13. (Characterizing Positive Programs by Models)
We say that a positive programP is characterizedin a normal modal logicL by a setM of models ifM
contains onlyL-models ofP , and for any positive formulaφ, P �L φ iff φ is satisfied in every model of
M.

A set of formulae is sometimes also considered as the conjunction of its formulae, in particular
when we are talking about length, modal depth, or satisfiability. The following proposition concerns the
relationship between positive modal logic programs and Horn formulae. It is similar to one given in [9].
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Proposition 2.1. For any setX of Horn formulae there exists a positive modal logic programP and a
positive formulaφ such that:

• X isL-satisfiable iffP 2L ¬φ, whereL is any normal modal logic.

• The modal depth of the setP ∪{φ} is equal to the modal depth ofX, and its length is of quadratic
order in the length ofX.

The translation fromX to P andφ is solvable in polynomial time.

This proposition shows that our definition of positive modal logic programs is not as restrictive as
it seems. It is also a connection to study the complexity of the satisfiability problem of sets of Horn
formulae via the complexity of positive modal logic programs. As a corollary of Theorems 3.2, 3.3 and
3.4, the satisfiability problem of sets of Horn formulae in the logicsK5, KD5, K45,KD45,KB5, andS5
is decidable in PTIME (see also [5, 3, 9]), the satisfiability problem of sets of Horn formulae with finitely
bounded modal depth in the logicsKD, T, KB, KDB, andB is also decidable in PTIME (see also [9]).

3. Results on Propositional Modal Logic Programming

In this section, we briefly recall our results of [9] on constructing the least models for positive propo-
sitional modal logic programs. We give only the algorithms and omit the proofs. The algorithms will
further be extended to deal with the first-order case.

3.1. Ordering Kripke Models

In this subsection, we define an order between Kripke models. This order has the property that if a model
M is less than or equal toN , then for any positive formulaφ, if φ is satisfied inM thenφ is also satisfied
in N . Using the order we then define the leastL-model of a positive modal logic program.

Definition 3.1. (Order between Kripke Models)
LetM = 〈W, τ,R, h〉 andN = 〈W ′, τ ′, R′, h′〉 be Kripke models. We say thatM is less than or equal
toN wrt. a binary relationr ⊆W ×W ′, and writeM ≤ N wrt. r, if the following conditions hold:

1. r(τ, τ ′)

2. ∀x, x′ r(x, x′)→ (h(x) ⊆ h′(x′))

3. ∀x, x′, y R(x, y) ∧ r(x, x′)→ ∃y′ R′(x′, y′) ∧ r(y, y′)

4. ∀x, x′, y′ R′(x′, y′) ∧ r(x, x′)→ ∃y R(x, y) ∧ r(y, y′).

We say that a modelM is less than or equal toN , and writeM ≤ N , if M ≤ N wrt. somer.

In the above definition,r(x, x′) intuitively states that the worldx is less than or equal tox′. The
relation≤ between Kripke models is a pre-order (see [9]).

Lemma 3.1. If M ≤ N wrt. r, then for every positive formulaφ and for everyu andu′ such that
r(u, u′), if M,u � φ thenN,u′ � φ. In particular, ifM ≤ N then for every positive formulaφ, if
M � φ thenN � φ.
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Figure 1. a) AKD-model ofP = {3p,3q}, b) The leastKD-model ofP , c) A KD-model equivalent to the
model in b).

Definition 3.2. (The LeastL-Model of a Positive Program)
LetP be a positive program in a normal modal logicL. We say thatM is the leastL-model ofP if M is
anL-model ofP andM is less than or equal to everyL-model ofP .

Observe that ifP is a positive program in a normal modal logicL, andM is the leastL-model ofP ,
then for any positive formulaφ,M � φ iff P �L φ.

3.2. Constructing the Least Models for Positive Programs inKD, T, KDB, B, KD5, KD45,
and S5

In this subsection we give an algorithm to construct the leastL-model for a given positive modal logic
programP , whereL can be one of the modal logicsKD, T ,KDB,B,KD5,KD45, andS5.

To illustrate the idea of the algorithm, let us consider an example. LetP = {3p,3q} be a positive
program. M = 〈{τ, u, v}, τ, R, h〉, illustrated in Figure 1a, withR = {(τ, u), (τ, v), (u, u), (v, v)},
h(τ) = {}, h(u) = {p}, andh(v) = {q}, is aKD-model ofP . ButM is not the leastKD-model ofP .
Why not? One of the reasons is thatM � 2(p∨ q) but3p∧3q 2KD 2(p∨ q). How can we modifyM
to make it the leastKD-model ofP? First, connectτ to a new empty world, and this new world to itself
(in order to satisfy theKD-frame restriction).M then no longer satisfies2(p ∨ q). But it still satisfies,
for example,32p, which does not follow from3p ∧3q in KD. Now connectu to a new empty world,
and note thatM no longer satisfies32p. Generalizing these observations, one can hope that connecting
each newly created world to an empty world is the key to construct the least models for positive modal
logic programs. Figure 1b represents the leastKD-model ofP .

3.2.1. The Case for the LogicsKD, T, KDB, and B

Let L be one of the modal logicsKD, T, KDB, B. The leastL-model forP will be constructed by
building aL-model graph forP . Formulae from the contents of worlds of the model graph are treated as
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requirements to be realized. We will realize formulae of the form(A ← B1, . . . , Bk) or 2ψ in a usual
way (see Algorithm 3.1). To realize a formula3ψ at a worldu we connectu to a new world containing
ψ. To guarantee the model graph to be the smallest, we connect each newly created world to an infinite
chain of empty worlds. From time to time, we extend the accessibility relation in the way to satisfy the
L-frame restrictions.

In the algorithm given below, as a data structure we have a model graphM = 〈W, τ,R,H〉. We
sometimes refer toM as themodel〈W, τ,R, h〉, with h(x) = {p : p is a primitive proposition belonging
toH(x)}. We writeM,u � φ to mean that the formulaφ is satisfied at the worldu in themodelM .

We will use a procedure calledCreateEmptyTailL(x0), which is defined as follows: Add an infi-
nite chain of new empty worlds(x1, x2, . . .) toW and setR = R ∪ {(xi, xi+1) | i ≥ 0}. (Note that the
chain can be coded as a finite chain, which can be dynamically expanded when necessary).

Algorithm 3.1.
Input: A positive modal logic programP

in a modal logicL ∈ {KD,T,KDB,B}
Output: The leastL-modelM = 〈W, τ,R, h〉 of P .
Steps:

1. SetW = {τ},H(τ) = P ,R = ∅.
CreateEmptyTailL(τ).
SetR = ExtL(R).

2. For every worldu ∈W with H(u) not empty, and for every formulaφ ∈ H(u):

(a) Caseφ = (A ← B1, . . . , Bk), wherek ≥ 1, andM,u � Bi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k: Set
H(u) = H(u) ∪ {A}.

(b) Caseφ = 2ψ: For every worldv ∈W satisfyingR(u, v), setH(v) = H(v) ∪ {ψ}.
(c) Caseφ = 3ψ, and¬(∃x R(u, x) ∧ ψ ∈ H(x)):

Let v be a new world.
SetW = W ∪ {v},H(v) = {ψ},R = R ∪ {(u, v)}.
CreateEmptyTailL(v).
SetR = ExtL(R).

3. While some change occurred, repeat step 2.

Figure 2 illustrates the execution of this algorithm for the programP = {p,2s, [3q ← p],2[t ←
q, s]} in the logicKD.

The above algorithm always terminates. During its execution, at any enumerated step, the model
M is always less than or equal to anyL-model ofP . The following theorem is the main result of this
subsection.

Theorem 3.2. For any positive modal logic programP of sizen, the modelM constructed by Algorithm
3.1 in a modal logicL ∈ {KD,T,KDB,B} is the leastL-model ofP . If the modal depth ofP is
finitely bounded, thenM can be constructed in PTIME, and for anym ≥ 1, the size of the modelM |m
is bounded by a polynomial inn andm.
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Figure 2. From a) to e): model graphs built during the execution of Algorithm 3.1 for the programP =
{p,2s, [3q ← p],2[t ← q, s]} in the logicKD. The model graph in a) is obtained after the execution of the
step 1, the one in e) is the resulting model graph. The formulae in bold font indicate the differences w.r.t. the
previous model graph. The model in f) corresponds to the model graph in e) and is the leastKD-model ofP . The
model in g) is a simplified form of the one in f).
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Although the modelM constructed by Algorithm 3.1 for a programP is infinite, the essential part of
M is finite. ForL beingKD or T ,M can actually be transformed to an equivalent finite model. In that
case, replacing all infinite chains of empty worlds inM by a new empty world connected to itself, we can
obtain the leastL-model ofP . For example, the model in Figure 1b is transformed to the one in Figure
1c, the model in Figure 2f is transformed to the one in Figure 2g. Thus, for any positive programP with
a finitely bounded modal depth, the leastKD-model and the leastT -model ofP can be constructed in
PTIME, and their sizes are bounded by a polynomial in the size ofP .

3.2.2. The Case for the LogicsKD5, KD45, andS5

Algorithm 3.1 can be used to construct the leastL-model for a positive program in a logicL ∈
{KD5,KD45,S5}, provided that the procedureCreateEmptyTailL(x) now stands for “Ifx = τ , then
add two new empty worldsρ and$ toW , and add the edges(τ, ρ) and(ρ,$) to R”. This means that
the infinite chains of new empty worlds are replaced by the two worldsρ and$.

The following theorem concerns correctness and the complexity of Algorithm 3.1 for the logicsKD5,
KD45, andS5.

Theorem 3.3. For any positive modal logic programP of sizen, the modelM constructed by Algorithm
3.1 in a modal logicL ∈ {KD5,KD45, S5} is the leastL-model ofP , it can be constructed inO(n4)
steps and has size of orderO(n4).

3.3. Characterizations of Positive Programs inKB, K5, K45, andKB5

For any positive programP in a modal logicL ∈ {KB, K5, K45, KB5} we can construct one or two
L-models such that a positive formulaφ follows fromP in L iff φ is satisfied in these models.

Definition 3.3. (Flat Models)
We call a model〈W, τ,R, h〉 flat if W = {τ} andR = ∅.

Definition 3.4. (The Least Flat Model of a Positive Program)
A modelM is called theleast flat modelof a positive programP if it is a flat model ofP and is less than
or equal to any flat model ofP .

Definition 3.5. (Almost Serial Modal Logics)
Let L be a normal modal logic. We say thatL is almost serialif everyL-frame〈W, τ,R〉 satisfies the
formula∃x R(τ, x)→ (∀y R∗(τ, y)→ ∃z R(y, z)).

The logicsKB, K5, K45, andKB5 are almost serial. Hence any non-flat connected frame in
KB (resp.K5, K45, KB5) is a frame inKDB (resp.KD5, KD45, S5). We say thatKDB, KD5,
KD45, andS5 are the serial logics corresponding toKB, K5, K45, andKB5, respectively. For
L ∈ {KB,K5,K45,KB5}, we useLD to denote the serial logic corresponding toL.

Theorem 3.4. LetP be a positive program in a modal logicL ∈ {KB,K5,K45,KB5}. LetM be the
least LD-model ofP constructed by Algorithm 3.1. IfP has no flat models thenM is the leastL-model
of P . If P has a flat model then it has the least flat modelM ′, which can be constructed in PTIME and
has size bounded by a polynomial in the size ofP . The problem of checking whether a positive modal
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logic programP has a flat model is decidable in PTIME. For every modelN of P , if N is flat then
M ′ ≤ N , otherwiseM ≤ N .

Note that ifM is the leastL-model ofP andM ′ is the least flat model ofP , then for every positive
formulaφ, P �L φ iff φ is satisfied in bothM andM ′.

By the above theorem, every positive programP can be characterized in the logicsKB, K5, K45,
andKB5 by one or two models, which can be effectively constructed.

3.4. Constructing the Least Models for Positive Programs inKD4 andS4

Algorithm 3.1 cannot be applied for the logicsKD4 andS4, because it will not terminate, for example,
whenP contains the formula23p. Before giving an algorithm of constructing the least models for
positive programs inKD4 andS4, let us introduce some notations.

In Algorithm 3.5 given below, we use the following data structures:

• M = 〈W, τ,R∗,H〉 - a model graph, withR∗ being the transitive closure ofR. We sometimes
refer toM as a model in the same way as described in Section 3.2.

• StatusW : W → {normal,minimal};

• StatusR : R→ {permanent, temporal};

• Next : W × F → W , which is interpreted as follows:Next(u,3φ) = v meansR(u, v),
φ ∈ H(v), and the worldu realizesthe requirement3φ by going tov.

We define the binary relationPermanent onW as follows

Permanent(x, y) ≡ (R(x, y) ∧ StatusR(x, y) = permanent),

and usePermanent∗ to denote its transitive closure. We also need the following notation:

H∗(x) = {φ | ∃y Permanent∗(y, x) ∨ y = x and

(2φ ∈ H(y) or (φ ∈ H(y) andφ = 2ψ for someψ))},

whereH∗(x) can be interpreted as the potentiality inherited from bothx and its predecessors.
Consider Algorithm 3.5 given below. We build the leastL-model forP by constructing aL-model

graph for it. The relationPermanent, without self-referencing edges, forms a tree with rootτ , which is
a skeleton of the model graph.

Consider step 2c. If we create a new world to realize the formula3p, then it should containp and
H∗(u). We first try to find a worldv on the path fromτ to u (in the tree generated byPermanent) such
that it contains3p, andH∗(v) = H∗(u). If suchv exists and the formula3p has been realized inv by a
connection fromv tow, then we just connectu tow; but this edge is notpermanent, because if a new
formula2ζ is later added tou while ζ or 2ζ is not present inw then we will delete the edge. If suchv
exists but the formula3p has not been realized inv, then we do nothing; this means that the formula3p
will be realized inv before inu. If suchv does not exist, then we realize the formula3p in u by creating
a new world, denoted byv, assigningp andH∗(u) to it, and connectingu to v, andv to a newminimal
world. Minimal worlds are elements that makeM the leastL-model ofP . They have the same role as
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the infinite chains of empty worlds used in Algorithm 3.1. In step 2(b)i, we do not addψ to u because of
the nature ofminimal worlds.

In Algorithm 3.5, we use a procedure calledCreateNextMinNode(x), which is defined as:

Let y be a new world.
Set W = W ∪ {y}, StatusW (y) = minimal,H(y) = H∗(x),

R = R ∪ {(x, y), (y, y)}, StatusR(x, y) = permanent.
If L = S4, setStatusR(y, y) = permanent;
otherwise, setStatusR(y, y) = temporal.

Algorithm 3.5.
Input: A positive modal logic programP in a modal logicL ∈ {KD4, S4}
Output: The leastL-modelM = 〈W, τ,R∗, h〉 of P .
Steps:

1. SetW = {τ}, StatusW (τ) = normal,H(τ) = P .
If L = S4, setR = {(τ, τ)} andStatusR(τ, τ) = permanent;
otherwise, setR = ∅.
CreateNextMinNode(τ).

2. For every worldu ∈W , and for every formulaφ ∈ H(u),

(a) Caseφ = B ← C1, . . . , Ck for somek ≥ 1, andM,u � Ci for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k:

SetH(u) = H(u) ∪ {B}.

(b) Caseφ = 2ψ for someψ :

i. If StatusW (u) = minimal, StatusR(u, u) = temporal, andψ /∈ H(u), then

SetR = R− {(u, u)}, StatusW (u) = normal,
CreateNextMinNode(u).

ii. Otherwise,

For everyv such thatPermanent∗(u, v),
SetH(v) = H(v) ∪ {φ, ψ},

For everyv such thatR(u, v), StatusR(u, v) = temporal,
and{φ, ψ} * H(v),

SetR = R− {(u, v)},
For every3p such thatNext(u,3p) = v,

SetNext(u,3p) undefined.

(c) Caseφ = 3p for some primitive propositionp, andNext(u,3p) is undefined:

i. If there existv andw such that:

Permanent∗(v, u) ∧ H∗(v) = H∗(u) ∧ φ ∈ H(v) ∧
Permanent(v, w) ∧ Next(v,3p) = w,

SetR = R ∪ {(u,w)}, StatusR(u,w) = temporal,Next(u,3p) = w.

ii. Otherwise, if¬(∃x x 6= u ∧ Permanent∗(x, u) ∧ H∗(x) = H∗(u) ∧ φ ∈ H(x)),
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Let v be a new world, and setNext(u,3p) = v.
SetW = W ∪ {v}, StatusW (v) = normal,H(v) = H∗(u) ∪ {p},

R = R ∪ {(u, v)}, StatusR(u, v) = permanent.
If L = S4, setR = R ∪ {(v, v)}, StatusR(v, v) = permanent.
CreateNextMinNode(v).

3. While some change occurred, repeat step 2.

It is shown in [9] that this algorithm always terminates and during its execution, at any enumerated
step, the modelM is always less than or equal to anyL-model ofP . The following theorem is the main
result of this subsection.

Theorem 3.6. For any positive programP in a modal logicL ∈ {KD4, S4}, the resulting modelM of
the execution of Algorithm 3.5 forP is the leastL-model ofP . Moreover, if the modal depth ofP and
the number of rules of the form2s(A ← B1, . . . , Bp), wheres ≥ 1, p ≥ 1, andA is of the form2p or
3p, are finitely bounded, thenM can be constructed in PTIME and its size is bounded by a polynomial
in the size ofP .

Note that the modal depth of any program inS4 can be assumed to be less than or equal to 2, since
in S4 we have22φ ≡ 2φ.

4. Fixed-Domain First-Order Modal Logics over Signatures without
Functions

In the previous sections we have dealt with positivepropositionalmodal logic programs. A real query
language, however, should allow to useuniversal first-orderrules. Such a query language for modal
logics, called MDatalog, is proposed in the next section. In this section, we recall the definition of fixed-
domain first-order modal logics over signatures without functions. MDatalog programs are interpreted
in such logics.

Our language now contains additionally a signature without functionsΣ, a countable set of variables,
and the quantifiers∀ and∃.

A term is either a constant symbol or a variable. We callRi(t1, . . . , tn), whereRi is a relation
symbol of arityn andt1, . . . , tn are terms, aclassical atom.

A first-order modal formula, hereafter simply called a formula if there is no ambiguity, is any finite
sequence of symbols of our language obtained by applying the following rules: any classical atom is a
formula, and ifφ andψ are formulae, andx is a variable, then¬φ, φ∨ψ, φ∧ψ, φ→ ψ, 2φ, 3φ, ∀x φ,
and∃x φ are formulae.

A formula is calledgroundif it contains no quantifiers and no variables.Herbrand baseis the set of
all ground classical atoms. We use lettersa, b, c to denote constant symbols.

Definition 4.1. (First-Order Kripke Models)
A fixed-domain first-order Kripke model over a signature without functionsΣ, hereafter simply called a
first-order Kripke model or just a Kripke model if there is no ambiguity, is a tupleM = 〈D,W, τ,R,m〉,
whereD is a set calleddomain, 〈W, τ,R〉 is a Kripke frame, andm is an interpretation of constant
symbols and relation symbols. For a constant symbolci,m(ci) is an element ofD, denoted also bycMi .
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For a relation symbolRj of arity n and a worldw ∈ W , m(w)(Rj) is an-ary relation onD, denoted
also byRM,w

j .

Definition 4.2. (Variable Assignments)
A variable assignmenton a Kripke modelM is a functionV that maps each variablex to an element of
the domain ofM . The value of a termt wrt. a variable assignmentV is denoted byV (t) and defined as
follows: If t is a constant symbolci thenV (t) = cMi ; if t is a variablex thenV (t) = V (x).

Definition 4.3. (Satisfiability)
Thesatisfiability relationM,V,w � φ, whereM = 〈D,W, τ,R,m〉 is a Kripke model,V is a variable
assignment onM , w ∈ W , andφ is a formula, is recursively defined similarly as for the propositional
case except that

M,V,w � Rj(t1, . . . , tn) iff RM,w
j (V (t1), . . . , V (tn));

M,V,w � ∀x φ(x) iff for all a ∈ D, (M,V ′, w � φ(a)),
whereV ′(x) = a andV ′(y) = V (y) for y 6= x;

M,V,w � ∃x φ(x) iff there existsa ∈ D such thatM,V ′, w � φ(a),
whereV ′(x) = a andV ′(y) = V (y) for y 6= x.

If M,V,w � φ then we say thatφ is satisfied atw in M wrt. V . We say thatφ is satisfied inM wrt. V ,
and writeM,V � φ, if M,V, τ � φ. We say thatM satisfiesφ, orφ is satisfied inM , and writeM � φ,
if for any variable assignmentV ,M,V � φ. If φ is a ground formula then we writeM,w � φ to denote
thatM,V,w � φ for someV (note that whatV does not matter).

Let L be the name of some propositional normal modal logic given in Table 2, e.g.KD. To define
what is thefirst-order modal logicL we define its class of admissible interpretations to be the class of
first-order Kripke modelsM = 〈D,W, τ,R,m〉 with 〈W, τ,R〉 being aL-frame.

A number of definitions for propositional modal logics can be shifted in a straightforward way to the
first-order version, including the definitions of modal depth of a formula,L-satisfiability, andL-model.

Thequantifier depthof a formulaφ is defined to be the maximal nesting depth of quantifiers occurring
in φ.

5. The Modal Query Language MDatalog

In this section we extend the definition of positive propositional modal logic programs to formulate
first-order ones, called MDatalog programs. We also define what is a query to an MDatalog program.

Definition 5.1. (MDatalog Programs)
A MDatalog programis a finite set of rules of the form

∀x 2s[A← B1, . . . , Bk]

wheres ≥ 0, k ≥ 0, and

1. A,B1, . . . ,Bk are formulae of the form2φ, 3φ, orφ, with φ being a classical atom.

2. x are all variables occurring in(A← B1, . . . , Bk).
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3. If k = 0 then the rule is a ground fact, i.e. there is no quantifiers prefixing the rule.

4. All variables ofA also occur in(B1, . . . , Bk).

Definition 5.2. (Queries)
A queryis a formula of the form∃x φ(x), whereφ is a positive formula without quantifiers, andx is a
vector of all variables ofφ, and can be empty.

Fix a modal logicL. Given an MDatalog programP and a query∃x φ(x), the goal is to check
whetherP �L ∃x φ(x), and to find tuplesc of constant symbols such thatP �L φ(c).

In the remainder of this section we show that the language MDatalog has the same expressiveness as
its extended version defined below.

Definition 5.3. (Non-negative Modal Horn Formulae)
A formulaφ is called anon-negative modal Horn formulaiff one of the following conditions holds:

• φ is a classical atom;

• φ is of the formψ ← ζ, whereψ is a non-negative modal Horn formula andζ a formula constructed
from classical atoms and the connectives1 ∧, 2, 3;

• φ = 2ψ, orφ = 3ψ, orφ = ψ ∧ ζ, whereψ andζ are non-negative modal Horn formulae.

If we define a program rule to be a universally quantified non-negative modal Horn formula, then
what should correspond to the conditions 3 and 4 of Definition 5.1? To deal with this question let us
define a constraintV arConstr(φ, V ), for φ being a non-negative modal Horn formula andV a set of
variables, as follows:

V arConstr(A, V ) ≡ V ar(A) ⊆ V
V arConstr(ψ ← ζ, V ) ≡ V arConstr(ψ, V ar(ζ) ∪ V )
V arConstr(ψ ∧ ζ, V ) ≡ V arConstr(ψ, V ) ∧ V arConstr(ζ, V )
V arConstr(2ψ, V ) ≡ V arConstr(ψ, V )
V arConstr(3ψ, V ) ≡ V arConstr(ψ, V )

whereA is a classical atom, andV ar(φ) denotes the set of variables ofφ.
We now define a language called eMDatalog, which is an extended version of MDatalog.

Definition 5.4. (eMDatalog Programs)
An eMDatalog programis a finite set of formulae of the form∀x φ, whereφ is a non-negative modal
Horn formula,x are all variables ofφ, and the constraintV arConstr(φ, ∅) is true.

As stated by the following proposition, MDatalog has the same expressiveness as eMDatalog.

Proposition 5.1. For any eMDatalog programP , there exists an MDatalog programP ′ such that for any
query∃x φ(x), the answers wrt.P ′ are exactly the answers wrt.P . Moreover,P ′ can be obtained from
P in a polynomial time in the size ofP , the size ofP ′ is bounded by a polynomial in the size ofP , the
modal depth ofP ′ is equal to the modal depth ofP , and the quantifier depth ofP ′ is not greater than the
quantifier depth ofP .
1The connective∨ is excluded in order to deal with the conditions 3 and 4 of Definition 5.1.
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Proof:
Given an eMDatalog programP , we translate it to an MDatalog program by applying Mints translation.
The translation rules are given in the below list, in which each row contains a formula to be replaced in
the left, and the replacing ones in the right. The symbolA denotes a formula of the form2φ, 3φ, orφ,
whereφ is a classical atom. The symbolsX, Y denote sequences of formulae. The relational symbols
of the formPφ orPX are new (wrt. the primary signature), and when we writePφ(y) (resp.PX(y)) then
y are all variables ofφ (resp. ofX). In the rule (2),y are all variables ofφ, andz all variables ofψ. In
the rules (1), (3), (4), (7), and (8), we requireφ not to be a classical atom. We apply the translation rules
to P until no further changes can be made. LetP ′ denote the resulting set.

∀x 2k3φ ∀x 2k3Pφ(x), ∀x 2k+1[φ← Pφ(x)] (1)

∀x 2k(φ ∧ ψ) ∀y 2kφ, ∀z 2kψ (2)

∀x 2k[2φ← X] ∀x 2k[2Pφ(y)← X], ∀y 2k+1[φ← Pφ(y)] (3)

∀x 2k[3φ← X] ∀x 2k[3Pφ(y)← X], ∀y 2k+1[φ← Pφ(y)] (4)

∀x 2k[(φ ∧ ψ)← X] ∀x 2k[φ← PX(y)], ∀x 2k[ψ ← PX(y)], ∀y 2k[PX(y)← X] (5)

∀x 2k[(φ← ψ)← X] ∀x 2k[φ← ψ,X] (6)

∀x 2k[A← X,2φ, Y ] ∀x 2k[A← X,2Pφ(y), Y ], ∀y 2k+1[Pφ(y)← φ] (7)

∀x 2k[A← X,3φ, Y ] ∀x 2k[A← X,3Pφ(y), Y ], ∀y 2k+1[Pφ(y)← φ] (8)

∀x 2k[A← X,φ ∧ ψ, Y ] ∀x 2k[A← X,φ, ψ, Y ]. (9)

It is easily seen thatP ′ is an MDatalog program, the modal depth ofP ′ is equal to the modal depth
of P , the quantifier depth ofP ′ is not greater than the quantifier depth ofP , the size ofP ′ is of order
O(n2), and the translation is done inO(n2) steps, wheren is the size ofP .

Each model ofP ′ is also a model ofP . Each modelM of P can be extended to a modelM ′ of P ′

in the way such that when restricted to the primary signature,M ′ is equal toM . Hence, for any query
∃x φ(x) (in the primary signature), the answers wrt.P ′ are exactly the answers wrt.P . ut

6. Ordering First-Order Kripke Models

We can order first-order Kripke models similarly as we do for propositional Kripke models. The condi-
tions about frame, i.e. the first three ones in the following definition, remain unchanged.

Definition 6.1. (An Order between First-Order Kripke Models)
LetM = 〈D,W, τ,R,m〉 andN = 〈D′,W ′, τ ′, R′,m′〉 be Kripke models. We say thatM is less than
or equal toN with respect to a functionf : D → D′ and a binary relationr ⊆W ×W ′ if

1. r(τ, τ ′)

2. ∀x, x′, y R(x, y) ∧ r(x, x′)→ ∃y′ R′(x′, y′) ∧ r(y, y′)

3. ∀x, x′, y′ R′(x′, y′) ∧ r(x, x′)→ ∃y R(x, y) ∧ r(y, y′)

4. For any constant symbolci, f(cMi ) = cNi .
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5. For anyx ∈W andx′ ∈W ′ such thatr(x, x′), for anyn-ary relation symbolRj and elementsa1,

. . . ,an of D, if RM,x
j (a1, . . . , an) thenRN,x′

j (f(a1), . . . , f(an)).

We say that a modelM is less than or equal toN , and writeM ≤ N , if M is less than or equal toN
with respect to somef and somer.

In the above definition,r(x, x′) intuitively states that the worldx is less than or equal tox′.

Lemma 6.1. LetM = 〈D,W, τ,R,m〉 andN = 〈D′,W ′, τ ′, R′,m′〉 be Kripke models. LetM ≤ N
wrt. f andr. Then for anyu ∈ W andu′ ∈ W ′ such thatr(u, u′), for any positive ground formulaφ, if
M,u � φ thenN,u′ � φ.

Proof:
We prove the lemma by induction on the construction ofφ. Suppose thatr(u, u′) andM,u � φ hold.

Caseφ = Rj(ck1 , . . . , ckn) : By definition, RM,u
j (cMk1

, . . . , cMkn
) holds. Sincer(u, u′) holds,

it follows that RN,u′

j (f(cMk1
), . . . , f(cMkn

)). HenceRN,u′

j (cNk1
, . . . , cNkn

) holds, and finallyN,u′ �
Rj(ck1 , . . . , ckn).

The caseφ = ψ ∧ ζ or φ = ψ ∨ ζ is trivial.
Caseφ = 2ψ : By the condition 3, we have∀v′ R′(u′, v′) → ∃v r(v, v′) ∧ R(u, v) ∧ (M,v � ψ).

By the inductive assumption, we have∀v′ R′(u′, v′)→ (N, v′ � ψ), henceN,u′ � 2ψ.
Caseφ = 3ψ : SinceM,u � 3ψ, it follows that∃v R(u, v) ∧ (M,v � ψ). By the condition

2, we have∃v, v′ R′(u′, v′) ∧ r(v, v′) ∧ (M,v � ψ). By the inductive assumption, it follows that
∃v′ R′(u′, v′) ∧ (N, v′ � ψ). ThereforeN,u′ � 3ψ. ut

Corollary 6.1. If M ≤ N andφ is a positive ground formula satisfied inM , thenN � φ.

It can be shown that the relation≤ between first-order Kripke models is a pre-order.

7. Instantiating MDatalog Programs

Given an MDatalog program, one can translate it to a positive propositional modal logic program by
generating all ground instances of its rules. Theorems about existence of the least models and complexity
results for positive propositional modal logic programs can be then reformulated for MDatalog programs.

Lemma 7.1. LetM0 = 〈W, τ,R, h〉 be a propositional Kripke model over the language that takes Her-
brand base as the set of primitive propositions. LetM = 〈D,W, τ,R,m〉 be a first-order Kripke model
such that for anyn-ary relation symbolRj and constant symbolsck1 , . . . ,ckn , and for any worldw ∈W

RM,w
j (cMk1

, . . . , cMkn
) ≡ (Rj(ck1 , . . . , ckn) ∈ h(w)).

Then for any ground formulaφ,M � φ iff M0 � φ.

Proof:
We show that for any worldw ∈ W and for any ground formulaφ, M,w � φ iff M0, w � φ. It suffices
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to show this forφ being a classical atom; other cases can be easily proved by induction. We have:

M,w � Rj(ck1 , . . . , ckn)
iff RM,w

j (cMk1
, . . . , cMkn

)
iff Rj(ck1 , . . . , ckn) ∈ h(w)
iff M0, w � Rj(ck1 , . . . , ckn).

ut

Corollary 7.1. Let M0 = 〈W, τ,R, h〉 be a model such as in the preceding lemma. LetM1 =
〈Const(Σ),W, τ,R,m〉 be the first-order Kripke model such thatConst(Σ) is the set of all constant
symbols ofΣ, cM1

i = ci for any constant symbolci, and that for anyn-ary relation symbolRj and
constant symbolsck1 , . . . ,ckn , for any worldw ∈W ,

RM1,w
j (ck1 , . . . , ckn) ≡ (Rj(ck1 , . . . , ckn) ∈ h(w)).

Then for any ground formulaφ,M1 � φ iff M0 � φ.

In fact, the modelsM0 andM1 in the above corollary are the same model, looked at different views.
So, we can treat any propositional Kripke model over the language that takes Herbrand base as the set of
primitive propositions as a first-order Kripke model.

Definition 7.1. (The Ground Instantiation of an MDatalog Program)
For an MDatalog programP , we define theground instantiation ofP , denoted byP0, to be the set of all
ground instances of all rules ofP , substituted over the set of constant symbols occurring inP . We can
treatP0 as a positive propositional modal logic program that takes Herbrand base as the set of primitive
propositions.

Theorem 7.1. LetP be an MDatalog program andP0 be its ground instantiation. LetL be some normal
modal logic. IfM0 is the least propositionalL-model ofP0 thenM0 is the least first-orderL-model of
P .

Proof:
Let M0 = 〈W, τ,R, h〉, and letM1 be the model defined as in Corollary 7.1. We show thatM1 is
the leastL-model ofP . Let N = 〈D′,W ′, τ ′, R′,m′〉 be an arbitrary first-orderL-model ofP . Let
N0 = 〈W ′, τ ′, R′, h′〉 be the propositional model such that for anyn-ary relation symbolRj and constant
symbolsck1 , . . . ,ckn , for any worldw ∈W ,

(Rj(ck1 , . . . , ckn) ∈ h′(w)) ≡ RN,w
j (cNk1

, . . . , cNkn
).

By Lemma 7.1,N0 is a model ofP0. Hence there exists a relationr ⊆ W ×W ′ such thatM0 ≤ N0

wrt. r. Let f : Const(Σ) → D′ be the function defined byf(ci) = cNi , for any constant symbolci.
We show thatM1 ≤ N wrt. f andr. It suffices to show that for anyx ∈ W andx′ ∈ W ′ such that
r(x, x′), for anyn-ary relation symbolRj and constant symbolsck1 , . . . , ckn , if RM1,x

j (ck1 , . . . , ckn)

thenRN,x′

j (f(ck1), . . . , f(ckn)). Suppose thatRM1,x
j (ck1 , . . . , ckn) holds. By the definition ofM1, we

haveRj(ck1 , . . . , ckn) ∈ h(x). SinceM0 ≤ N0 wrt. r andr(x, x′), it follows thatRj(ck1 , . . . , ckn) ∈
h(x′). By the definition ofN0,RN,x′

j (cNk1
, . . . , cNkn

) holds. HenceRN,x′

j (f(ck1), . . . , f(ckn)) holds. This
completes our proof. ut
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Corollary 7.2. Let L be one of the modal logicsKD, T , KDB, B, KD5, KD45, S5, KD4, andS4.
Let P be an MDatalog program. Then there exists the leastL-model ofP , which can be effectively
constructed. Moreover, if the quantifier depth ofP is finitely bounded then

• If L ∈ {KD5,KD45, S5}, or L ∈ {KD,T} and additionally the modal depth ofP is finitely
bounded, then the leastL-model ofP can be constructed in PTIME and its size is bounded by a
polynomial in the size ofP .

• If L is KDB or B, and the modal depth ofP is finitely bounded, then the leastL-modelM of
P can be constructed in PTIME, and for anym ≥ 1 the size of the modelM |m is bounded by a
polynomial in the size ofP andm.

Proof:
Let P0 be the ground instantiation ofP . Just note that if the quantifier depth ofP is finitely bounded
then the size ofP0 is bounded by a polynomial in the size ofP , and the modal depth ofP0 is equal to
the modal depth ofP . This corollary then follows from Theorems 3.2, 3.3, 3.6, and 7.1. ut

The definitions offlat modelsand theleast flat modelof an MDatalog program are specified in the
same way as for the propositional case.

Theorem 7.2. Let P be an MDatalog program andP0 be its ground instantiation. IfM0 is the least flat
model ofP0 then it is also the least flat model ofP .

This theorem can be proved in the same way as Theorem 7.1. As a consequence, we have the
following corollary for the almost serial modal logicsKB,K5,K45, andKB5.

Corollary 7.3. Let L be one of the modal logicsKB, K5, K45, andKB5. Let P be an MDatalog
program. LetM be the leastLD-model ofP . If P has no flat models thenM is the leastL-model ofP .
If P has a flat model then it has the least flat modelM ′, and for every modelN of P , if N is flat then
M ′ ≤ N , otherwiseM ≤ N . Moreover, if the quantifier depth ofP is finitely bounded then

• The modelM ′, if exists, can be constructed in PTIME and its size is bounded by a polynomial in
the size ofP .

• If L is one of the logicsK5,K45, andKB5, then the modelM can be constructed in PTIME and
its size is bounded by a polynomial in the size ofP .

• If L isKB and the modal depth ofP is finitely bounded then the modelM can be constructed in
PTIME, and for anym ≥ 1, the size ofM |m is bounded by a polynomial in the size ofP andm.

For the same reasons as for Corollary 7.2, this corollary follows from Theorems 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 7.1,
and 7.2.

The following theorem concerns the complexity of MDatalog language.

Theorem 7.3. Let L be one of the modal logicsKD, T , KB, KDB, B, K5, KD5, K45, KD45,
KB5, andS5. Given an MDatalog programP and a query∃x φ(x) such that the quantifier depths ofP
and the query are finitely bounded, and that the modal depth ofP is finitely bounded in the case whenL
is not an extension ofK5, then the problem of checking whetherP �L ∃x φ(x) and finding all tuplesc
of constant symbols such thatP �L φ(c) is solvable in PTIME.
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Proof:
If L is a serial modal logic then letM be the leastL-model ofP . If L is an almost serial but not serial
modal logic then letM be the leastLD-model ofP , and ifP has a flat model2, then letM ′ be the least
flat model ofP . Letm be the modal depth ofφ(x). Under the assumptions of the theorem, bothM and
M ′ can be constructed in PTIME, the size ofM ′ is bounded by a polynomial in the size ofP , and the
size ofM |m is bounded by a polynomial in the size ofP andm.

Observe thatP �L ∃x φ(x) iff there exists a tuplec of constant symbols occurring inP such that
P �L φ(c). The number of such tuples is bounded by a polynomial in the size ofP .

If L is a serial modal logic orP has no flat models, then for any tuplec of constant symbols,
P �L φ(c) iff M |m � φ(c). If L is an almost serial but not serial modal logic andP has a flat model,
then for any tuplec of constant symbols,P �L φ(c) iff φ(c) is satisfied in bothM |m andM ′. Thus,
for both of these cases, the problem of checking whetherP �L φ(c) is solvable in polynomial time.
Therefore the theorem is true. ut

8. Discussion on Implementation

In this section we discuss how algorithms of constructing the least models for MDatalog programs can
be implemented, and describe a technique that optimizes both execution time and memory for the algo-
rithms. Claims of this section are given without proof.

8.1. Algorithms of Constructing the Least Models

Given an MDatalog programP , we will rather not generate the ground instantiation ofP instantly,
because doing so would generate a large program that could contain many irrelevant rules. We can apply
traditional methods that have been used for positive classical logic programs (i.e. Datalog programs) to
avoid generating instances of rules.

Recall that for Algorithms 3.1 and 3.5 that construct the least propositional Kripke models for positive
propositional modal logic programs, in general we have to deal with three cases when the considered for-
mula is of the form: a)(A← B1, . . . , Bk), b)2φ, or c)3φ. When trying to rewrite those algorithms for
MDatalog programs, if we convert all of the rules to the equivalent form2s ∀x (A← B1, . . . , Bk) then
the steps for the cases b) and c) need not to be changed; we only have to rewrite the step numbered 2a)
in those algorithms to solve the case when the considered formula is of the form∀x (A← B1, . . . , Bk),
with k ≥ 1.

To keep classical atoms in memory we use new relation symbolsR1
′, R2

′, . . . in the following way: if
an atomRj(ck1 , . . . , ckn) is present at a worldw then we record this fact by keepingRj

′(w, ck1 , . . . , ckn).
So, if we pay attention only to classical atoms then we have a classical relational database. Denote this
database byRDB. LetRDB contain also the accessibility relation.

Suppose that it is time we want to realize some rule∀x (A ← B1, . . . , Bk), wherek ≥ 1, at some
world u. We will compute tuplesc of constants that in the place ofx satisfy the set{B1, . . . , Bk}
at u. Denote this set byX. We then replace each formula of the formRj(tk1 , . . . , tkn) in X by
Rj

′(u, tk1 , . . . , tkn), each formula of the form3Rj(tk1 , . . . , tkn) by R(u, y) ∧ Rj
′(y, tk1 , . . . , tkn),

wherey is a new variable, and each formula of the form2Rj(tk1 , . . . .tkn) by Rj
′(v1, tk1 , . . . , tkn) ∧

2This can be checked in polynomial time.
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Rj
′(v2, tk1 , . . . , tkn)∧ . . .∧Rj

′(vm, tk1 , . . . , tkn), wherev1, v2, . . . , vm are all worlds with the property
thatR(u, vi), 1 ≤ i ≤ m; (if we are working with the logicKD4 or S4, then the symbolR here is
understood as its transitive closureR∗). Thus, the resulting set contains only classical formulae; denote
it by CFO{B1, . . . , Bk}. Denote the set of new variables byNewV ar{B1, . . . , Bk}; at the moment
we also usey to denote this set. It is clear that a tuplec of constants in the place ofx satisfies the set
{B1, . . . , Bk} at u iff it satisfies∃y CFO{B1, . . . , Bk} in the classical relational databaseRDB. To
compute such tuplesc we can use known methods of relational databases. For each found tuplec, we
add the atomA with x substituted byc toH(u).

In the following we present, for example, an algorithm that for a given MDatalog programP in a
modal logicL ∈ {KD,T,KDB,B,KD5,KD45, S5} will construct the leastL-model ofP . The
algorithm is an extended version of Algorithm 3.1. The constructed model will be a propositionalL-
model over the language that takes Herbrand base as the set of primitive propositions; however, we
can treat it as a first-orderL-model. Data structuresW , R, H, andh have the same meanings as for
Algorithm 3.1. The procedureCreateEmptyTailL(x) remains unchanged.

ForM = 〈W, τ,R,H〉 being a model graph, letRDB(M) be the set of classical atoms defined as
follows:

RDB(M) = {Rj
′(u, ck1 , . . . , ckn) | Rj(ck1 , . . . , ckn) ∈ H(u)}⋃
{R(x, y) | x ∈W ∧ y ∈W ∧R(x, y)}.

The following algorithm differs from Algorithm 3.1 only by the step 2a and the first command of the
step 1.

Algorithm 8.1.
Input: An MDatalog programP

in a modal logicL ∈ {KD,T,KDB,B,KD5,KD45, S5}
Output: The leastL-modelM = 〈W, τ,R, h〉 of P .
Steps:

1. Change every rule∀x 2s(A← B1, . . . , Bk) in P
to the form2s ∀x (A← B1, . . . , Bk).

SetW = {τ},H(τ) = P ,R = ∅.
CreateEmptyTailL(τ).
SetR = ExtL(R).

2. For every worldu ∈W with H(u) not empty, and for every formulaφ ∈ H(u):

(a) Caseφ = ∀x (A← B1, . . . , Bk), wherek ≥ 1 :

• If the vectorx is empty andM,u � Bi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then setH(u) = H(u)∪{A}.
• If the vectorx is not empty then for every tuplec of constant symbols that in the place

of x satisfies∃y CFO{B1, . . . , Bk} in RDB(M), wherey = NewV ar{B1, . . . , Bk},
addA with x substituted byc toH(u).

(b) Caseφ = 2ψ: For every worldv ∈W satisfyingR(u, v), setH(v) = H(v) ∪ {ψ}.
(c) Caseφ = 3ψ, and¬(∃x R(u, x) ∧ ψ ∈ H(x)):
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Let v be a new world.
SetW = W ∪ {v},H(v) = {ψ},R = R ∪ {(u, v)}.
CreateEmptyTailL(v).
SetR = ExtL(R).

3. While some change occurred, repeat the step 2.

8.2. An Optimization Technique

In this subsection we present a technique that optimizes both execution time and memory for the algo-
rithms of constructing the least models for MDatalog programs.

LetL be one of the serial modal logics considered in this work. LetP be an MDatalog program and
M = 〈W, τ,R,H〉 be the model graph constructed by the corresponding algorithm that constructs the
leastL-model forP .

For anyw ∈ W , let least succ(w) be the world specified as follows. IfL ∈ {KD,T,KDB,B}
then least succ(w) is the first world in the chain of empty worlds created forw. If L ∈
{KD5,KD45, S5} thenleast succ(w) isρ in the caseR(τ, w), and$ in the case¬R(τ, w)∧R2(τ, w).
If L isKD4 or S4 thenleast succ(w) is the world created by the callCreateNextMinNode(w) - if
StatusW (w) 6= minimal, andleast succ(w) = w - otherwise.

There exists a binary relationr such thatM ≤ M wrt. r and that for anyw ∈ W , andu reachable
from w, r(least succ(w), u) holds. Such a relationr can be constructed as in the proofs of the main
lemmas of [9]. Intuitively,least succ(w) is the least successor ofw.

We claim that∀w, u, v least succn(w) = u∧Rn(w, v)→ H(u) ⊆ H(v), for n ≥ 1. This assertion
can be proved by induction onn and on the creation timestamp of a selected formula fromH(u).

When creating a new worldy from x, we keepparent(y) = x. Now observe that for allw ∈ W , if
n is the number such thatparentn(w) = τ , then

n⋃
i=1

H(least succi(parenti(w))) ⊆ H(w)

This leads to the following strategy:

• For any worldw ∈ W , solvethe world least succ(w) and its successors before solving other
successors ofw.

• For any world w ∈ W , w 6= τ , treat H(w) as the sum of itself plus the set⋃n
i=1H(least succi(parenti(w))), wheren is the number such thatparentn(w) = τ .

This strategy saves us a lot of time and memory from recomputing and storing known facts.

9. Examples of Application

An Example Concerning Belief

We can use modal logics to reason about belief. Between the axioms D, T, 4, 5 and B, the axioms D
and 4 are widely accepted for belief. The axiom D :2φ → 3φ says that if we believe inφ then we
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do not believe thatφ does not hold (note that3φ ≡ ¬2¬φ); this axiom can be also interpreted as if
we believe inφ then it is possible thatφ holds. We will then sometimes read the formula3φ as “it is
possible thatφ holds”. The axiom 4 :2φ → 22φ says that if we believe inφ then we believe that
we believe inφ. Thus, the logicKD4 is one of desirable logics for reasoning about belief. However, as
we know, computational complexity of provability inKD4 is very high (PSPACE-complete), and modal
logic programming inKD4 is also very complex (there are not known explicit and acceptable conditions
which guarantee an MDatalog program having the leastKD4-model with polynomial size).

The axiom 5 :3φ→ 23φ can be written as¬2ψ → 2¬2ψ and interpreted as if we do not believe
in ψ then we believe that we do not believe inψ. This axiom is somehow as intuitive as the axiom 4.
However, one can say that this axiom is a bit strong, claiming that: if we believe in something then this
information is somehow kept in our mind, on the other side, there are a lot of things we do not believe
in, and generally there is no information kept in our mind about that we believe that we do not believe in
that things. From the viewpoint of modal logic programming, the axiom 5 is very useful due to the fact
that forL being one of the logicsKD5, KD45, andS5, any positive propositional modal logic program
has the leastL-model with size bounded by a polynomial. For this reason, the modal logicKD45 is an
attractive logic for reasoning about belief.

Example 9.1. Consider the MDatalog program given below, in which quantifiers are omitted. The first
rule says that ifX has graduated then we believe that he is employed; the second rule says that we believe
that if X lives in a developed country and is employed then we believe that he has a car; the third rule
says that we believe that ifX is employed then it is possible thatX has a car. The next five rules say that
we believe in the facts we have. Given some facts, the queries are: “Who is believed to have a car ?” and
“Who possibly has a car ?”.

P = {
2employed(X)← graduated(X),
2[2has a car(X)← employed(X), lives in a developed country(X)],
2[3has a car(X)← employed(X)],

2graduated(X)← graduated(X),
2student(X)← student(X),
2employed(X)← employed(X),
2lives in a developed country(X)← lives in a developed country(X),
2has a car(X)← has a car(X),

graduated(John), graduated(Tomek), student(Kamil),
lives in a developed country(John), has a car(Jacek)
}
?X 2has a car(X)
?X 3has a car(X)

We first consider the programP in the modal logicKD45. TheKD45-model graph that Algorithm
8.1 builds forP is specified as follows:

W = {τ, ρ,$, u},R = W × {ρ,$, u},
H(τ) = P ∪ {
2employed(John),2employed(Tomek),
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2graduated(John),2graduated(Tomek), 2student(Kamil),
2lives in a developed country(John), 2has a car(Jacek)
}
H($) = H(ρ) = {
[2has a car(X)← employed(X), lives in a developed country(X)],
3has a car(X)← employed(X),
employed(John), employed(Tomek),
graduated(John), graduated(Tomek), student(Kamil),
lives in a developed country(John), has a car(Jacek),
2has a car(John), has a car(John),
3has a car(John),3has a car(Tomek)
}
H(u) = H(ρ) ∪ {has a car(Tomek)}

This model graph forms the leastKD45-model ofP , which has the same frame as the model graph
and is specified by:

h(τ) = {
graduated(John), graduated(Tomek), student(Kamil),
lives in a developed country(John), has a car(Jacek)
}
h($) = h(ρ) = h(τ) ∪ {employed(John), employed(Tomek), has a car(John)}
h(u) = h(ρ) ∪ {has a car(Tomek)}

To find answers for the first query?X 2has a car(X), we generate ground instances of this formula
and check whether they are satisfied in the constructed model. Answers for this query are ‘Jacek’ and
‘John’. In the same way, answers for the second query?X 3has a car(X) are ‘Jacek’, ‘John’, and
‘Tomek’. Note that these answers follow from the programP in the logic KD45.

Now consider the programP in the modal logicKD4. TheKD4-model graph that the first-order
version of Algorithm 3.5 builds forP is specified as follows:

W = {τ, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6},
P ermanent = {(τ, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (3, 4), (1, 5), (5, 6)},
Minimal = {w ∈W | StatusW (w) = minimal} = {2, 4, 6},
R = Permanent ∪ {(2, 2), (4, 4), (6, 6)} ∪ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} × {3, 5},
Next(x,3has a car(John)) = 3, for x ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6},
Next(x,3has a car(Tomek)) = 5, for x ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6},
H(τ) = P ∪ {
2employed(John),2employed(Tomek),
2graduated(John),2graduated(Tomek),2student(Kamil),
2lives in a developed country(John),2has a car(Jacek)
}
H(1) = {
2[2has a car(X)← employed(X), lives in a developed country(X)],
2[3has a car(X)← employed(X)],
[2has a car(X)← employed(X), lives in a developed country(X)],
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3has a car(X)← employed(X),
2employed(John),2employed(Tomek),
2graduated(John),2graduated(Tomek),2student(Kamil),
2lives in a developed country(John),2has a car(Jacek),
employed(John), employed(Tomek),
graduated(John), graduated(Tomek), student(Kamil),
lives in a developed country(John), has a car(Jacek),
2has a car(John),
3has a car(John),3has a car(Tomek)
}
H(6) = H(4) = H(3) = H(2) = H(1) ∪ {has a car(John)}
H(5) = H(2) ∪ {has a car(Tomek)}

This model graph forms the leastKD4-model ofP , which has the same frame as the model graph
and is specified by:

h(τ) = {
graduated(John), graduated(Tomek), student(Kamil),
lives in a developed country(John), has a car(Jacek)
}
h(1) = h(τ) ∪ {employed(John), employed(Tomek)}
h(6) = h(4) = h(3) = h(2) = h(1) ∪ {has a car(John)}
h(5) = h(2) ∪ {has a car(Tomek)}

Using this model, the unique answer for the query?X 2has a car(X) is ‘Jacek’; answers
for the query?X 3has a car(X) still are ‘Jacek’, ‘John’, and ‘Tomek’; answers for the query
?X 22has a car(X) are ‘Jacek’ and ‘John’. These answers follow from the programP in the logic
KD4.

An Example Concerning Knowledge

One crucial thing that makes knowledge different to belief is that knowledge is true while belief may
be false. The axiom T :2φ → φ is thus accepted for knowledge. The axiom 4 :2φ → 22φ is also
admissible.

In the case of belief, we can reason about what we believe in, but we will rather not reason about
our knowledge, because what is true (known) to us is our knowledge. It makes sense, however, to reason
about mutual knowledge; for example, we can reason about what the personA knows, and if he knows
what we know, etc. To reason about mutual knowledge we need to use a multi-modal logic. With a single
modality, in this subsection, we will give only a simple example.

Suppose that John is a friend of Peter, whose parents are Christ and Jane. Suppose that John knows
Peter’s father, but there is no information about whether he knows Peter’s mother or not. On the question
“Who does John know as Peter’s parent”, one would expect only ‘Christ’. How can we formulate this
situation ?

In the following, let2 stand for “John knows”. We formulate the above situation by:

2[parent(X,Y )← father(X,Y )],
2[parent(X,Y )← mother(X,Y )],
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father(Christ, Peter),mother(Jane, Peter),
2father(Christ, Peter)

?X 2parent(X,Peter)

TheS4-model graph that the first-order version of Algorithm 3.5 builds for this program is specified
by:

W = {τ, υ},R = Permanent = {(τ, τ), (τ, υ), (υ, υ)},
Minimal = {w ∈W | StatusW (w) = minimal} = {υ},
H(τ) = P ∪ {
parent(X,Y )← father(X,Y ),
parent(X,Y )← mother(X,Y ),
parent(Christ, Peter), parent(Jane, Peter)
}
H(υ) = {
2[parent(X,Y )← father(X,Y )],
2[parent(X,Y )← mother(X,Y )],
parent(X,Y )← father(X,Y ),
parent(X,Y )← mother(X,Y ),

2father(Christ, Peter),
father(Christ, Peter), parent(Christ, Peter)
}

The leastS4-model for the program then has the same frame as the model graph and is specified by:

h(τ) = {
father(Christ, Peter),mother(Jane, Peter),
parent(Christ, Peter), parent(Jane, Peter)
}
h(υ) = {father(Christ, Peter), parent(Christ, Peter)}

Thus, there is only one answer for the query?X 2parent(X,Peter) (in S4), and it is ‘Christ’.

10. Conclusions

We have defined the modal query language MDatalog and established conditions that give PTIME com-
plexity for computing queries. Algorithms of constructing the least models for MDatalog programs have
been given. They form a bottom-up method for computing queries in MDatalog. We have also demon-
strated how MDatalog can be used to reason about belief and knowledge.
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